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ABSTRACT

The motion of phase fronts during a ferroelectric phase transition is intermittent and follows avalanche dynamics. In the present study, we
show that an intermittent propagation mode generates spikes of depolarization currents at an extremely slow heating rate of 0.05K/min in
BaTiO3 (BTO) and 0.7Pb(Mg2=3Nb1=3)O3-0.3PbTiO3 (PMN-PT) single crystals. Such “jerks” are indicative of avalanche dynamics, and their
energy exhibits a power law distribution with exponents of e¼ 1.36 0.10 and e¼ 1.56 0.10 for BTO and PMN-PT, respectively. The rate of
aftershocks after big events decays as an Omori-like power-law and interevent times are characterized by a universal double power-law distri-
bution, indicating the critical temporal correlations between the avalanche events.

Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5099212

Ferroelectrics undergo a centrosymmetric-to-polar structural
phase transition upon cooling.1 The symmetry-lowering transition
generates, in most cases, complex domain patterns in the low tempera-
ture ferroelectric phase.1 The domains are switchable under electric
and/or mechanical fields, which defines the ferroic hysteresis and is
always fundamental to a vast spectrum of applications, including ultra-
sonic transducers, precision actuators, and nonvolatile memories.1–3

Most applications are directly related to the features of domains, such
as the morphology and density, which are produced and controlled by
the symmetry-lowering ferroelectric phase transition.1,2 Efforts have
been devoted to studying the equilibrium properties of the ferroelectric
phase transition, such as the origin of ferroelectricity, and the effects of
the pressure, size, strain, and defect on the transition behaviors,4–11

while we focus on its dynamics here.
The ferroelectric phase transitions are of first order in many of

the ferroelectric materials.1,10 Thus, there exists an invariant interphase
boundary, i.e., a phase front, which separates the high symmetry para-
electric and low symmetry ferroelectric phases during the transition.
The behavior of the phase front is regarded as being athermal, and the
propagation can only occur under the change of temperature (or the
application of external field), which modifies the free energy difference
between high and low symmetry phases.12,13 The behavior is in

contrast to thermally activated transitions during which the relaxation
between different states takes place at constant external conditions due
to thermal fluctuations. In ferroelectric materials, we find structural
disorder, including self-generated domain walls and their intersections
by long-range electric and elastic interactions, and the intrinsic defects
such as dopants, vacancies, dislocations, grain boundaries, and local
composition fluctuations.14 The phase front strongly interacts with
disorder during the ferroelectric phase transition so that a smooth,
fully continuous propagation of the phase front rarely exists.
Consequently, the transition proceeds through a set of metastable
states of free energy local minima, leading to intermittent and discrete
avalanches.15

Similar avalanche events have been found during earth quakes,16 the
plastic deformation of solids,17,18 the failure of materials,19 the condensa-
tion,20 the switching processes of magnetization and polarization,21–24

and structural phase transitions.25 Avalanches show the absence of char-
acteristic scales, which reveals the existence of a certain kind of critical-
ity.26 The probability density P(E) of an avalanche with energy of E is
usually displayed by the power law distribution PðEÞ � E�eFðEÞ, where
F(E) is a certain (exponential) cut-off function.27 Besides the size of the
events, they exhibit critical temporal clustering correlations as well, which
follow similar power law distributions.15
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Acoustic emission (AE) has been employed to detect the acoustic
waves in the range from kilohertz to megahertz which are due to sud-
den strain changes at the propagating interfaces during the ferroelec-
tric phase transition.28–30 The AE signals carry the whole temporal
and spatial information of the ferroelectric transitions (strictly speak-
ing, the ferroelastic transitions).23,25,31 Calorimetry with a very high
signal and time resolution can also potentially be utilized to probe the
avalanche dynamics of the ferroelectric phase transition.15,32 However,
both techniques detect the signal originating from the slave order
parameters of the ferroelectric transitions, such as strain and thermal
properties. As the polarization is the primary order parameter, a direct
measurement of electric signals from polarization is of importance to
study the dynamics of ferroelectric phase transition.

In the present study, we employed a high-precision thermally
stimulated depolarization current (TSDC) measurement to investigate
the avalanche dynamics during ferroelectric phase transition by moni-
toring the primary order parameter change. Our samples are single
crystals of BaTiO3 (BTO) and 0.7Pb(Mg2=3Nb1=3)O3-0.3PbTiO3

(PMN-PT) with different orientations.33–35 The sample details are
listed in Table S1 of the supplementary material. The top and bottom
surfaces were covered with silver electrodes. Thermally stimulated
depolarization current (TSDC) analysis was undertaken in a Linkam
THMS600 temperature stage with temperature scans as slow as 0.01
K/min. The depolarization current was measured using a high resis-
tance electrometer Keithley 6517B. The typical experimental protocol
is as follows: before the TSDC measurement, all samples were depoled
at 473K for 30min. This thermal treatment also released unwanted
heterogeneous stress fields. The samples were then poled with a field of
10 KV/cm for 5min at room temperature and heated with rates of
10K/min, 0.1K/min, and 0.05K/min. The data acquisition frequency
was 50Hz. The BTO samples undergo a typical first order ferroelectric
phase transition and PMN-PT single crystals possess features of the
relaxor ferroelectric transition, as shown by the dielectric, ferroelectric,
and thermal characterization in the supplementary material.

Individual avalanches occur on a very short time scale. When the
phase transition is driven too fast, the change of the order parameter
always looks continuous, as various events would superpose. Decreasing
the heating rate renders individual avalanche events observable. Such
slow field/temperature rates were identified as a stringent prerequisite
for avalanche studies.14 To this end, we changed our heating rate from
20K/min to 0.05K/min step by step. Typical TSDC curves for three dif-
ferent heating rates of 10K/min, 0.1K/min, and 0.05K/min are shown
in Fig. 1.

Only a main pyroelectric current peak in Fig. 1(a) can be observed
for a fast heating rate of 10K/min in BTO h100i, corresponding to the
ferroelectric to paraelectric phase transition. With the decreasing heat-
ing rate to 0.1K/min, the pyroelectric current peak in Fig. 1(a) splits
into several peaks with a reduction of the magnitude of the peaks by
one order of magnitude compared with the fast heating rate. The num-
ber of current spikes is still small, and the overlap of events is likely to
happen. At an even lower heating rate to 0.05K/min, the TSDC detects
more than 1000 spikes, as shown in Fig. 1(a). These data allow a fairly
reliable statistical analysis even though the magnitude of large spikes is
now one order lower than that of 0.1K/min. Figure 1(c) shows that the
TSDC in PMN-PT has a similar tendency to BTO: the magnitude of
current spikes drops, but the number increases with the decreasing
heating rate. We chose the data with a heating rate of 0.05K/min for

further analysis. The spikes of the experiments were extracted after the
removal of a fitted smooth background. As shown in the supplemen-
tary material, the noise level of our measurement is below 10�11 A.
Since almost all our avalanche spikes are larger than this noise level,
they do not mix with noise artifacts.

We estimate the energy probability density function (PDF) of
avalanches by equating the energy E for each avalanche with
E ¼ I2DtR, where I is the pyroelectric current, Dt is the duration of
each avalanche, and R is the resistance of the sample. We consider R
as a constant during our measurement so that E / I2Dt. The duration
has been measured for each jerk signal, and E was determined by this
approximation (rather than by integration). The duration of the jerks
is shown in the supplementary material. It is heavily curtailed by
higher and lower cutoffs. Alternatively, the distribution of the peak
intensities without time integration was discussed in the mean field
limit by LeBlanc et al. who showed that the effective exponent is higher
than the mean field value (3/2 for our case).36 This value depends on
the rate of the measurement and is lowered when the rate is increased.
In our experiment, we find an exponent �4/3 for BTO after multipli-
cation with the duration so that we take this value as a good approxi-
mation of the true energy exponent. We then performed the following
statistical analysis of I2Dt for different samples.

Figure 2(a) shows histograms of the probability densities of
energy PðI2DtÞ for BTO single crystals with three orientations h100i,
h001i, and h111i on a log-log scale. All three distributions show a
power-law behavior, PðI2DtÞ � ðI2DtÞ�e, with the same exponent,
which is known as the Gutenberg-Richter law.37 The power law
extends over four to five decades in the measurements with a heating
rate of 0.05K/min. The exponents were further analyzed using a maxi-
mum likelihood (ML) method, as shown in Fig. 2(b).38 We fitted the

FIG. 1. Spikes of thermally stimulated depolarization current during the phase
transformation of (a) BTO and (c) PMN-PT single crystals with an orientation of
h100i at three different heating rates. The heating rates are 10 K/min, 0.1 K/min,
and 0.05 K/min. Avalanches are shown as individual spikes with the decreasing
heating rate. A single avalanche event in an enlarged scale is shown in (b) for BTO
and (d) for PMN-PT.
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exponent as a function of a lower cutoff, ðI2DtÞmin, with an assumption
that the distribution follows a pure power law behavior.38 The charac-
teristic exponent was identified by the plateau in the ML plot. For BTO
crystals, the estimated exponent e is 1.306 0.10. A line with a slope of
1.30 is also shown in Fig. 2(a). Figure 2(c) shows the PDF of the energy
for PMN-PT single crystals with three orientations h100i, h110i, and
h111i. The PDFs are power law distributed and extend over four to
five decades. A ML plateau determines the critical exponent for PMN-
PT single crystals with e equal to 1.506 0.10 [Fig. 2(d)].

The size of avalanche events follows a power law distribution at
the phase transition point, but there is a difference in the exponent for
BTO and PMN-PT single crystals. The exponent 1.306 0.10 of BTO is
very close to 1.33 as predicted by mean field theory.14,18 This fact indi-
cates that the long-range electric and elastic interaction is significant at
the ferroelectric transition point. Similarly, phase front propagation
during the martensitic transformation in some shape memory alloys
has been found to exhibit power-law distribution in equivalent energy
of avalanche events with an exponent of 1.3.14 There is a slight increase
in the exponent of PMN-PT to 1.56 0.10. The increment can be
ascribed to the higher level of disorders in PMN-PT such as the chemi-
cal and charge heterogeneities. The interaction between the phase front
and the disorders leads to smaller events, resulting in a larger exponent.
The field induced mean field value is 1.66,14 which was also found for
the electric field induced switching in BTO23 and PZT.24

These avalanche events can also be temporally correlated. A sim-
ple picture is that the nucleation of the paraelectric cubic phase and its
growth affect the occurrence of the coming nucleation or propagation
of phase front due to the long-range electric and elastic interactions.
We now analyze the distribution of waiting times (interevent times)
between consecutive events to test the existence of correlations in time.
The waiting time is defined as the time interval between successive
events, di ¼ tiþ1 � ti; ði ¼ 1; 2;…Þ. Studies on the earthquakes have

shown that the probability density P(d) for waiting times (di) above
different energy thresholds is normalized by the renormalized function
UðxÞ; PðdÞ ¼ 1

hdiUð d
hdiÞ, where time is rescaled by the rate of events

hdi. U(x) has a form of double power law for the extreme values of x,

UðxÞ ¼ x�ð1�/Þ; x� 1

x�ð2þwÞ; x� 1:

(

Such double power-law distributions have been found previously
for avalanches during earthquake, fractures of porous materials, and
martensitic transformation in shape memory alloys.14,19,39

We chose different thresholds on I2min and only considered the
events with I2 larger than a given I2min. The scaled waiting time proba-
bility densities, Pðd; ðI2ÞminÞ=hdi, for different thresholds of various
BTO samples are plotted in Fig. 3(a). The short-time range displays a
power-law decay with exponent (1 � /)¼ 1.056 0.05, which corre-
sponds to the Omori law. A second power law is observed for the tail
of the distribution with an exponent (2þ w)¼ 2.306 0.10. The power
law distribution implies the temporal correction between avalanche
events. Figure 3(b) shows the scaled probability densities as a function
of scaled waiting times for different ðI2Þmin in different PMN-PT sin-
gle crystals. The same double power-law distribution was observed,
with very similar exponents to those for BTO: (1 � /)¼ 1.036 0.05,
(2 þ w)¼ 2.056 0.10. Similar values were reported for the epidemic-
type aftershock sequence (ETAS) model, earthquakes, and collapsing
porous silicon dioxide.19,39,40

We now analyze whether the large avalanches induce aftershocks
(ASs) and compare the distribution of aftershocks with the Omori law
from seismology. This is another test for the time-correlation between
events. We considered the events with energies within a certain energy
interval as main-shocks (MSs) and smaller, subsequent events after a
MS as aftershocks (ASs). A sequence of ASs ends when an event with
an energy larger than the energy of the MS is found. We count the

FIG. 2. (a) and (c) Histogram showing the energy distribution (on a log-log scale,
with logarithmic binning) for BTO and PMN-PT single crystals with different crystal
orientations. The value N is the total number of events detected for each sample.
The dashed line corresponds to the power-law probability density function of
PðI2DtÞ � ðI2DtÞ�e with e¼ 1.30 in (a) and e¼ 1.50 in (c). (b) and (d) Maximum
likelihood estimate of the exponent e as a function of a moving minimum energy
cutoff, ðI2DtÞmin. Horizontal lines indicate the values e¼ 1.306 0.10 in (b) and
e¼ 1.506 0.10 in (d).

FIG. 3. Collapse of the distribution of rescaled waiting times of (a) BTO and (b)
PMN-PT single crystals with different orientations according to the unified scaling
law hypothesis. Probability densities of waiting time after rescaling by the mean
waiting time hdi. hdi is calculated by hdi ¼ t=NðI2Þ>ðI2Þmin , where t is the duration
time of test and NðI2Þ>ðI2Þmin is the number of events with I2 above the threshold
ððI2ÞminÞ. The time spans five decades. Small waiting times follow a power law dis-
tribution with exponents of (1�/)¼ 1.056 0.05 for BTO and (1�/)¼ 1.03
6 0.05 for PMN-PT, while large waiting times has an exponent of (2þw)
¼ 2.306 0.10 for BTO and (2 þ w)¼ 2.056 0.10 for PMN-PT.
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number of AS within each predivided time interval after a MS. An
activity rate of AS, rAS, is then calculated by averaging different
sequences of AS corresponding to all MS in the same energy range
and then dividing by the number of sequences. Thus, rAS is the num-
ber of events per time interval. rAS as a function of time has been
shown to follow a power law, namely, the Omori law

rASðt � tMSÞ ¼ ðc� t � tMSÞ�p; (1)

where c is a constant independent of time, and p is a critical exponent
near 1 for earthquakes, martensitic transformation in shape memory
alloys, and collapsing porous materials.41,42

We then plot rASðt � tMSÞ as a function of time [Fig. 4(a)] for
BTO single crystals. For events with the time distance to MS smaller
than 10 s, ðt � tMSÞ < 10 s, rASðt � tMSÞ follows the Omori law with
an exponent of p¼ 1.06 0.1. For those with ðt � tMSÞ > 10 s, the
Omori law is badly defined. Moreover, the larger the energy interval to
define MS is, the more the deviations from the Omori law occur.
Figure 4(b) shows rASðt � tMSÞ as a function of time for PMN-PT crys-
tals. It has very similar tendencies to BTO with an Omori exponent
close to 1.0. The deviations from the Omori law show that the time
correlation of aftershocks is valid for time delays shorter than 10 s. For
longer delay times, the “aftershocks” are independent of the MS. The
Omori exponent of p¼ 1.06 0.1 is very close to the value found for
collapsing sandstone, coal, and earthquakes.41,42 These facts indicate
that during the ferroelectric transition, the events that occur shortly
after a mainshock are strongly correlated, while later events are not.

In summary, we employed thermally stimulated depolarization
current (TSDC) measurement to analyze the avalanche behavior of the
ferroelectric phase transition in BaTiO3 and 0.7Pb(Mg2=3Nb1=3)O3-
0.3PbTiO3 single crystals. An intermittent transition process can be
probed in extremely slow measurements with a heating rate of 0.05K/
min, and each avalanche leads to a jerk in the current spectrum. The
jerky spikes are as a result of the sudden changes of the local polariza-
tion, being analogous to the Barkhausen noise in magnetic materials,
which is associated with changes of magnetization. Their statistical

analysis shows power law scaling of the energy distribution with expo-
nent of e¼ 1.36 0.10 for BTO and e¼ 1.56 0.10 for PMN-PT. The
power-law covers 4–5 decades, indicating a lack of characteristic scale
for the events of ferroelectric transition. It can be understood as a con-
sequence of a self-organization of the disorder in the sample into a criti-
cal state, similar to the situation during the martensitic transformation.
The difference in the critical exponent between BTO and PMN-PT
could be attributed to different levels of disorders in the two types of
crystals. Both energy exponents are close to the mean field value of 1.33
and below the field integrated value of 1.66.14 Field integrated expo-
nents were recently found for ferroelectric switching in BTO at room
temperature (1.65)23 and slightly lower values near 1.5 for field switch-
ing in the Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT).24

Temporal correlations between avalanches during the ferroelec-
tric transitions equally follow mean field predictions. The rate of after-
shocks after big events decays as an Omori-like power-law and
distribution of waiting times is characterized by a double power-law
distribution with exponents close to those observed by Bar�o et al.19

During the ferroelectric transition, the Omori law only holds for
events with delay times below 10 s, indicating that small events are
Omori-like correlated but large events are temporally independent. In
addition, the TSDC is quite sensitive to the local change of polarization
and can be used to study the switching process and transition in other
ferroelectric and multiferroic systems at a slow driven rate.

See the supplementary material for sample information and
dielectric, ferroelectric. and thermal characterization of the samples.
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